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Abstract
The importance of this study stems from the position of training in creating additional positive flows to the bank, and the indirect contribution in raising the bank's value in markets of capital by creating capable environment to overcome the problems facing banking activities and services, and provide the necessities of these activities and services effectively and actively.

The study aimed, mainly, to trace the effect of training and banking rehabilitation of human resources on the value of monetary flows for the banking unit, and so on bank's value in markets of capital. The study seeks the following sub-objectives:
1- Show the direct effect of human resources' training in the value of monetary flows for the banking unit.
2- Analysis of the correlation relation between training activities and its methods and the indirect increase of the value of the banking unit in capital markets.
3- Put forward results and recommendations to show the correlation relation between the study's variables which are raining of human resources and its methods, the value of the banking unit in capital markets, and increase the value of monetary flows for the bank.

The result the researcher has concluded is successful banks are those which were able to check mistakes and shortcomings in the ability of their staff, and the readiness of staff to deal with developed technologies which made training a strategy by itself.
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